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OBSERVATIONS OF X-RAY BINARIES USING THE AUSTRALIAN
TELESCOPE COMPACT ARRAY - COMPACT ARRAY BROADBAND
BACKEND
by Daniel Emilio Calvelo Santos
The exploration of radio emission from the relativistic jets of X-ray binaries has
become key to understanding accretion onto compact objects. Upgrades to existing
radio telescope arrays have improved the ability of these instruments to detect faint
sources and their unique behaviours. In this thesis I address the use of one such in-
strument in observing several X-ray binary systems: the Australia Telescope Com-
pact Array - Compact Array Broadband Backend (ATCA-CABB). Firstly, a study
of the adverse effects that may arise when imaging spectrally variable sources us-
ing broad bandwidths, with emphasis on ATCA-CABB. Images are produced from
model data and examined to ﬁnd any false structures. I then discuss complications
that such features may cause when attempting to interpret real structure in images.
Secondly, the results of attempts to observe the black hole X-ray binaries, GRO
J1655-40and XTE J1550-564, in quiescence withATCA-CABB are presented. Up-
per limits from the non-detection of these sources are used in exploring the lower
luminosity region of the radio/X-ray correlation for hard state black hole X-ray bi-
naries and the implications of “universal” scatter is discussed.
Thirdly, a 16 day campaign observing the radio emission of the neutron star X-
ray binary Circinus X-1 over a complete orbit during an historically faint state is
presented. Variability in the source is examined and corrected images are compared
with archival maps in order to ﬁnd any differences. I discuss my ﬁndings in terms
of secular changes in jet geometry and behaviour.
Finally, the ﬁrst successful millimetre detections of neutron star X-ray binaries
Circinus X-1 and Scorpius X-1 are presented. Sub-arcsecond jet structure in Circi-
nus X-1 is compared to the existing centimetre maps, providing additional support
fortheoriesproposed earlierinthethesis. Theradio tommspectrumofbothsources
is estimated and discussed.
This thesis concludes with a description of the broader impacts of the above
projects, as well as possibilities for future research in each ﬁeld.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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xiiiThe most beautiful thing we can experience is the mys-
terious. It is the source of all true art and all science. He
to whom this emotion is a stranger, who can no longer
pause to wonder and stand rapt in awe, is as good as
dead: his eyes are closed.
ALBERT EINSTEIN (1879 - 1955)
“There are two kindsof people in the universe, Molly,” I
said. “Star Trek fans and Star Wars fans. This is shock-
ing.”
She sniffed. “This is the post-nerd-closet world, Harry.
It’s okay to like both.”
“Blasphemy and lies,” I said.
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2.2.2), and the NSXRB Circinus X-1 (one of the primary sources studied in this
thesis, see Chapters 5 and 6). Since the timing of these ﬂares are related directly
to orbital phase, they are periodic events which can be predicted and studied in-
tensely in order to better understand periods of high accretion rate in XRBs. Donor
star winds can also contribute to the matter accreted by the compact object, and so
variability in the wind (for example in a ‘clumpy’ wind) can also lead to variability
in emission from accretion processes. A particularly interesting example is that of
Cygnus X-1, in which a line-driven wind from the companion star is slowed and
subsequently accreted as it passes within the ‘Str¨ omgren zone’ around the compact
object: the region which can be photoionised by the X-rays (Tarasov, Brocksopp &
Lyuty 2003).
The majority of XRB outbursts and state changes cannot be associated with vari-
ability in initial matter accretion rates as they are often very bright events that occur
more than once and on timescales longer than a binary period, straying from the
above scenarios. Indeed, it is likely that the rate of accretion from the donor for
many XRBs remains stable, leading us to seek another explanation for their vari-
able emission. The answer lies within the accretion disc itself, and the ability for
the rate of matter transfer from one region of the disc to another to change abruptly
as a result of instabilities. If such instabilitiesoccur on a large scale in the disc, then
the rate of matter accretion onto the compact object itself could vary dramatically.
Returning to the Shakura-Sunyaev disc model, there are two primary types of insta-
bility which can cause such effects: one associated with the ionisation of hydrogen
and the other with radiation pressure.
The hydrogen ionisation instability occurs at temperatures close to that required
to ionise hydrogen (5 × 103 to 5 × 104 K), where the opacity of the gas increases
sharply as photons begin to be absorbed in the ionisation process. The absorption
heats the gas further, which produces more ionising photons, leading to a runaway
heating effect (thermal instability) in that region of the disc, until most of the hy-
drogen is ionised. This thermal instability then triggers a viscous instability (rapid
increase in mass loss from the disc region) since viscous stress is proportional to
pressure in the Shakura-Sunyaev model (incorporated into the a parameter), and
results in material quickly being dumped (into a smaller orbital radius) at a rate
faster than it is reﬁlled by accretion from the outside. This reduces pressure in the
unstable disc region, which in turn cools the disc by reducing the heating effect, al-
lowingthe remaining hydrogen to recombine. However, once both instabilitieshave
ceased to exist, accretion from outside is now sufﬁcient to increase matter in the re-
gion and start the entire process over again, creating an instability cycle. Though2.4 Thesis overview 49
dio structure, variability and spectral behaviour at these wavelengths. In the case
of Circinus X-1 I will also discuss how the group of observations at cm and mm
wavelengths may support the idea of recent variability in the system’s jet geometry.
Finally, I will conclude this thesis in chapter 7 with a discussion of the scientiﬁc
impact of the enclosed studies, and future prospects for research in each ﬁeld.3.3 Results 61
axis, with data ‘ﬁlling in’ along axes in an anti-clockwisedirection as HA increases.
Since the spectrum also changes with HA, the radii at which the sidelobes fall will
gradually vary, contracting with rising Ñ (unstarred letter panels) or expanding with
decreasing Ñ (starred letter panels): an effect which is most evident when compar-
ing either side of the north-south axis (Ha =-6 one side, and +6 the other). Now,
remember that the SDB (equivalent to the subtracted model) should resemble an
average of the dirty beams corresponding to each individual spectral model used in
a data set, and in this case should effectively be a halfway point between the two ex-
tremes of the spectral variation (since it is a linear change overthe full observation).
Thus, at the earliest and latest HAs (those closest to the north-south axis) the SDB
matches least effectively to the source proﬁle, and the sidelobes go unsubtracted,
whereas towards the middle of observations where the SDB most closely resembles
the source model (corresponding to the east-west axis in the images) the sidelobes
are removed.
As expected, the brightness of these artefacts is higher in these images than in
those made using stable source models, with the structures approaching 0.4% of
the source’s ﬂux density (a factor of ∼ 10 increase compared to stable models) in
the most extreme cases (J, J*: |Ñ| = 3.5). The intensity increases as the difference
between start and end spectral gradients widens which is logical, given that, if the
SDB does represent an average, then it is roughly the same for each group of mod-
els (e.g. approximately equivalent to the SDB for Ñ = 0 for the cases of H, H*, I,
I*, J, and J*) but the source spends time in increasingly steeper (and thus increas-
ingly different) spectral states as |Ñ| rises; therefore, the sidelobe residual regions
gradually become less effectively subtracted.
It is important to note that, though these structures are brighter than those seen
in stable models and no longer resemble typical sidelobes, they also do not immedi-
ately resemble physical structures observed in real sources. However, like all side-
lobes, it remains possible that such artefacts arising from multiple closely clustered
sources could produce brighter, distinct structures due to overlap. Nonetheless,
there is an important effect which can help an observer to identify these artefacts,
and that is the fact that these structures are paired with similarly intense negative
regions near to them (the white regions of the maps: minima listed in column 7
of Table C.1). The SDB may fail at subtracting the positive sidelobe regions, but
it also fails at eliminating the equivalent minima in the Fourier transform, or even
oversubtracts/intensiﬁes certain areas. In addition, there may be a possible pairing
with similarly patterned structures on the opposite side of a source.I tell you: one must still have chaos within oneself, to give
birth to a dancing star.
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE (1844 – 1900)
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A complete orbit of Circinus X-1 at an
historically faint epoch
In this chapter I will present the results from the ﬁrst radio observations of a com-
pleteorbit(∼ 17 days)oftheneutronstarX-ray binaryCircinus X-1 (CirX-1)using
ATCA-CABB. These were taken while the system was in an historically faint state
which, were it not for ATCA’s upgrades, would have made the attempt to observe
any persistent faint radio emission from the system a more difﬁcult task. Further-
more, the enhanced sensitivity of ATCA-CABB improves the quality of short data
segment imaging, allowing for the production of high detail light curves that I go
on to make for Cir X-1. The observations were scheduled in such a way that the
system was observed for 8 days in a quiescent ‘pre-ﬂare’ state before capturing the
rapid rise of a periastron passage ﬂare and tracking its subsequent decline. I pro-
duce images from various data selections allowing me to study several aspects of
the system’s structure. Firstly, I tackle quasi-persistent structure in the system, its
possible origins, and how it has changed since the last epochs of long term mon-
itoring (prior to 2005), including the possible implications for the Circinus X-1’s
long term behaviour. I then use source modelling and subtraction techniques based
on measured light curves to attempt to eliminate source variability artefacts (as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3) in the radio maps and thus reveal any non-static structure that
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elling the ﬂaring core, based on the variation observed from measured light curves
of each observation.
The process is as follows: each day’s difference data set (i.e. with the Jan 04
reference data already removed) is divided into smaller sections, approximately 5
minutes in length (>100 data segments per observation). These individual sections
are then converted into images and a measurement of the maximum ﬂux density is
taken from a 30 arcsec2 region centred on the core. It should be noted that no effort
to clean the imageis made priorto the measurement, as it results in no improvement
to image ﬁdelity for such small data chunks. Though these snapshot images are of
very poor quality, the light curves that result from this process are very similar
to that of Figure 5.2 suggesting relatively accurate representation of behaviour at
the core. The ﬂux density measurement of each 5 minute segment is then used
to construct a 5 minute data model, representing a single source of the same ﬂux
density at the position (based on measurements made from the unaltered data) of
Cir X-1’s core. Using the MIRIAD task UVSUB, one can then create new 5 minute
data segments with the models subtracted, and recombine them into a complete
observation(UVCAT). Thisﬁnal dataset can thenbe invertedandcleaned as normal,
eliminating as effectively as possible the recorded core behaviour. A large amount
of this process was scripted in python using modiﬁed components of code from
VaSpecSim (see Chapter 3 and the appendices).
The results of my application of this process on the post ﬂare images are shown
in Figure 5.12. Unsurprisingly, the subtractions were least successful on the Jan
10 images owing to the rapid rates of variation soon after the ﬂare. Many of the
structures around the location of the core are likely to be remnants of ﬂare artefacts
or the result of phase errors, inferred from the symmetrical or anti-symmetrical
layout of strong positive and negative counterparts (easily visible in the 5.5 GHz
Jan 10 image). Though the Jan 11 images are cleaner by comparison, some care is
still necessary as the day’s observations still involves high ﬂux densities and decay
rates. Most visible structures can be disregarded, owing to their numbers, negative
counterparts, and almost random arrangement.
The ﬁnal four model subtracted images are also shown in Figure 5.6 (far right
column) together with their unaltered counterparts (described in section 5.4.2.1), in
an effort to summarise the behaviour that occurs within Cir X-1. Jan 12 images
(row A of Fig 5.6) show some emission to the south-east (i.e. along the jet axis)
of similar size and position at both frequencies, leading to jet velocity estimates
with G > 10 (assuming a relation with the ﬂare of Jan 9th). However, there is also
a negative component at 5.5 GHz whose position would suggest these may be an106 Chapter 5. A complete orbit of Circinus X-1 at an historically faint epoch
artefact pair. One can also observe strong emission to the north at 9 GHz, but the
lack of a 5.5 GHz counterpart means I cannot conﬁrm if it is real. The images from
Jan 13 onwards show the strongest evidence of real structural variation beyond the
core. These were the images that showed the lowest level of artefacts caused by the
ﬂare, prior to core subtraction, and thus are the most likely to display real emission
structures rather than residual artefacts.
This leaves three components of interest in the 5.5 GHz images, two of which
have possible counterparts at 9 GHz that do not appear to be related to side-lobes.
The component nearest the core at 5.5 GHz on Jan 13 may be related to the negative
component on the opposite side of the core, and without a conﬁrmed counterpart at
9 GHz is best ignored. The remaining two components reside on opposite sides
of the core and have possible 9 GHz counterparts appearing a signiﬁcant distance
further from the core (1-2”), yet they remain along a very similaraxis. The northern
component at 15:20:40.56-57:09:56.7(J2000) does appear to have a negativecoun-
terpart at a similar distance to the south-east of the core, and though it is slightly
smaller and fainter, may still indicate effects of ﬂare artefacts. However, support
for the reality of this northern structure is that it persists at 5.5 GHz through Jan 14
and 15 images, and the position also coincides with that of the near-core northern
component observed in the Dec 30 and 31 difference maps (see section 5.4.2.2).
Both positive structures are not seen again at 9 GHz, nor does any signiﬁcant new
structure arise over the ﬁnal 2 days. The result of stacking these ﬁnal three days
of model subtracted data is shown in the right panel of Figure 5.11, where one can
see strong evidence of the northern component (> 5s) and weaker signs of south-
eastern residual structure (∼ 3s).
Flux density variation of the northern component over the 3 days is well within
the noise levels of the individual images. The emission lies approximately 3 - 5”
away from the core, and appeared ∼ 3 days after the peak of the ﬂare event. As-
suming it is real, then it is unlikely to be related to the observed ﬂare event, as that
would require Lorentz factors of G > 35. However, by considering the possibility
of an earlier ﬂare (16.6×n+4 days delay) being the source of re-energisation, then
the calculated velocities may be signiﬁcantly reduced (e.g. ∼ 20 day delay gives G
to be 6 - 10).
As a test of my methods I investigated whether the process of removing the
generated model from the data could inadvertently create solitary structures such
as those in the images. I created model data with a single point source at Cir X-1’s
location(muchlikethesubtractionmodel)butincludednoisewithintheﬂux density
values with a combination of sinusoidal variation and random number components.Wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong,
wrong. You’re wrong, you’re wrong, you’re wrong.
DR. PERRY COX, SCRUBS
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Millimetre observations of NSXRBs
Circinus X-1 & Scorpius X-1
In this chapter I present the results of the ﬁrst successful millimetre(33 GHz and 35
GHz) observations of the neutron star X-ray binary Circinus X-1 (introduced in the
previous chapter), as well as centimetre (5.5 GHz and 9 GHz) and the ﬁrst success-
ful millimetre (33 GHz and 35 GHz) observations of the neutron star X-ray binary
Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) using the Australia Telescope Compact Array. The goal of
these observations was to detect a neutron star XRB for the ﬁrst time at mm wave-
lengths, and subsequently allow probing of the radio structure at higher resolutions
than had yet been reached using ATCA. Since we know nothing of NSXRBs at mm
wavelengths these observations would help us to better understand the extent of the
jet spectrum (see Section 2.2.3.3), and the associated energies also correspond to
jet components closer to the compact object and can thus aid in deciphering the
structure of outﬂows when compared to imaging in other radio bands.
In the case of Circinus X-1 I see strong evidence for a periastron ﬂare during
the ﬁrst observation which proceeds to decline over the following four days. My
analysis of spectral variability suggests that optically thin synchrotron emission
dominates the unresolved core, for which I discuss possible scenarios. I proceed
to present radio imaging of Cir X-1, which includes evidence of sub-arcsecond
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1.44 mJy and 7.52 ± 1.14 mJy (MJD 55519.330). Measurements show a drop at
MJD 55519.205 at 9 GHz but this is likely an error resulting from sub par image
quality: source elongation along the north-south axis and subsequent decrease in
phase accuracy made source ﬁtting difﬁcult (hence the larger uncertainty). There is
no corresponding drop in the 5.5 GHz data (there was less difﬁculty with imaging).
The cm light curve does not show any new behaviour in comparison to variability
proﬁles of the past. A factor of ∼ 3.5 increase over approximately 5 hours can be
seen, a similar rate seen in several past ﬂare events (See Bradshaw, Geldzahler &
Fomalont 1997), some of which have also shown multi-peak proﬁles which could
easily result in the observed decline prior to the rise but might suggest further activ-
ity before observations began.
The second epoch of observations showed the lowest levels of path length ﬂuc-
tuations (< 600 microns for the entire run) and thus could be used in its entirety
during imaging. Both visibilities and image measurements indicate the continued
presence of variability, but on shorter timescales than that observed at 5.5 and 9
GHz. Average image measurement values at both frequencies are higher than those
measured during theﬁrst mm epoch but individualmeasurementsvary by afactorof
∼ 3 over the observation, with the shortest time between two measurements being
2 hours (the central gap is 4.5 hours long). Source elongation in the N-S direction
makes imaging of short data segments near MJD 55521.1 (towards the middle of
the observation)difﬁcult and subsequent source ﬁtting attempts proved to be unsuc-
cessful. Again, I see no activity here that is particularly surprising for Sco X-1 as
several of the 6cm VLA observations of Bradshaw, Geldzahler & Fomalont (1997)
show proﬁles with peak to peak spans as short as half an hour, though this is the
ﬁrst evidence of such rapid ﬂuctuations at mm wavelengths.
The ﬁnal mm epoch shows some regions of high path length rms, some reaching
levels as high as those seen during the ﬁrst epoch but more inconsistent. Path length
rmswas so high(abovethelevelsseen in thesecond epoch overall)thatI was unable
to create images of sufﬁcient quality from shorter segments of data to construct an
image measurement lightcurve. I am left with a single measurement from an image
created with the majority (59%) of data, essentially excluding regions towards the
latter half of the observation where severely high path length rms becomes an issue
(MJD 55523.125 onwards). The ﬂux densities themselves are the lowest mm values
measured from the source over the entire 3 epochs, with 0.29 ± 0.06 mJy and 0.34
± 0.07 mJy at 33 and 35 GHz respectively. The visibilities show possible signs of
gradual decline early in the observation but I am unable to conﬁrm whether this is
real without greater detail from image measurements.7.3 Closing comments 149
the CABB upgrade giving the array a fresh lease of life and stimulating a surge
in scientiﬁc output via the instrument. Though the SKA pathﬁnders, ASKAP and
MeerKAT, and the ﬁnal SKA itself will eventually overshadow it, ATCA-CABB
will remain at the forefront of interferometric observations in the Southern Hemi-
sphere for years to come, and will likely continue providing excellent astrophysical
data as part of a much larger network of radio instruments beyond that.
However, one must be ever aware of the potential errors that can arise in imag-
ing of variable sources such as XRBs with ATCA, and indeed any radio telescope to
some degree. Though many tools may exist which can aid in reducing the adverse
effects of such source behaviour, an element of human involvement will likely al-
ways be necessary to determine when, where and to what degree these should be
used, and whether what is left is indeed real. Radio imaging will continue to help
us plumb the depths of the most powerful astrophysical objects in the Universe, just
as long as observers remember ‘quick and dirty’ gets them exactly that.APPENDICES154 Appendix A. VaSpecSim
value=tuple(temp)
if type(value)==inputtype:
if len(value)==inputlength:
for i in range(len(value)):
if type(value[i])!=subtype:
if subtype==str:
expect=‘text’
if subtype==ﬂoat:
expect=‘a number’
if subtype==int:
expect=‘an integer’
print ‘Value %s was not entered correctly, expected %s,
try again...’ % (str(int(i)+1),expect)
running=True
break
else:
if type(value[i])==subtype:
running=False
Value=value
if len(value)!=inputlength:
print ‘That is not the correct number of parameters (expected %s),
try again...’ % inputlength
else:
if type(value)!=inputtype:
if inputtype==str:
expected=‘text in quotes’
if inputtype==int:
expected=‘an integer’
if inputtype==ﬂoat:
expected==‘a number’
print ‘Invalid entry, expected %s, try again...’ % expected
else:
Value=value
running=False
except NameError:
print “Something wasn’t in quotes, try again...”
except SyntaxError:160 Appendix A. VaSpecSim
for k in range(npower):
inputtest(‘Enter Amplitude A, power B and verticle axis cross value C
for power law ‘+str(k+1)+“ :”,tuple,3,ﬂoat)
powerpar[k] = Value
for k in range(ngauss):
inputtest(‘EnteramplitudeA,positionB andwidthCforgaussian’+str(k+1)+
“ :”,tuple,3,ﬂoat)
gausspar[k] = Value
ﬂuxlist = range(len(vsteps))
for k in range(len(vsteps)):
powercomp = 0
gausscomp = 0
for l in range(npower):
x = vsteps[k]
y=ﬂoat(powerpar[l][0])*(ﬂoat(x)**ﬂoat(powerpar[l][1]))+ﬂoat(powerpar[l][2])
powercomp = powercomp+ﬂoat(y)
for l in range(ngauss):
x = ﬂoat(vsteps[k])
a = ﬂoat(gausspar[l][0])
b = ﬂoat(gausspar[l][1])
c = ﬂoat(gausspar[l][2])
y = a*(e**(-((x-b)**2.0)/(2.0*(c**2.0))))
gausscomp = gausscomp+ﬂoat(y)
ﬂuxlist[k] = ﬂoat(powercomp)+ﬂoat(gausscomp)
if sourcetype == ‘point’:
modlist[i][k][j]=‘%s,%s,%s’%(ﬂuxlist[k],pointralist[int(sourcenum)
-1],pointdeclist[int(sourcenum)-1])
else:
modlist[i][k][j]=‘%s,%s,%s,%s,%s,%s’%(ﬂuxlist[k],diffuseralist[int(sourcenum)
-1],diffusedeclist[int(sourcenum)-1],diffusebmajlist[int(sourcenum)
-1],diffusebminlist[int(sourcenum)-1],diffusebpalist[int(sourcenum)
-1])162 Appendix A. VaSpecSim
else:
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
print‘echo %s>>%s.%s.mod’%(str(modlist[i][j][k]),str(ﬁlenameext),
str(vsteps[j]))
f.write(‘echo %s>>%s.%s.mod\n’%(str(modlist[i][j][k]),str(ﬁlenameext),
str(vsteps[j])))
f.close()
print ‘’
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘\n’)
f.close()
numuvaver = ﬂoat(len(vsteps))/20
if int(numuvaver)!=ﬂoat(numuvaver):
numuvaver=int(numuvaver+1)
else:
numuvaver=int(numuvaver)
ﬁnaloutlist=range(len(timesteps)*numuvaver)
for i in range(len(timesteps)):
if(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+ﬂoat(timestep))<0.001and(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+ﬂoat(timestep))
> -0.001:
ﬁlenameext = ‘%s.%s’ % (str(timesteps[i]),‘0.0’)
else:
ﬁlenameext=‘%s.%s’%(str(timesteps[i]),str(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+ﬂoat(timestep)))
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘\n’)
f.close()
for j in range(len(vsteps)):
print ‘uvgen ant=%s baseunit=%s telescop=%s corr=0,1,0,128 radec=%s
,%slat=%sharange=%s,%sfreq=%s,0.0source=%s.%s.modout=%s.v%s.uv’
%(ant,baseunit,telescop,radec[0],radec[1],lat,str(timesteps[i]),str(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+
ﬂoat(timestep)),vsteps[j],str(ﬁlenameext),str(vsteps[j]),str(ﬁlenameext),str(j))
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘uvgenant=%sbaseunit=%stelescop=%scorr=0,1,0,128radec=%s
,%slat=%sharange=%s,%sfreq=%s,0.0source=%s.%s.modout=%s.v%s.uv\n’
%(ant,baseunit,telescop,radec[0],radec[1],lat,str(timesteps[i]),str(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+
ﬂoat(timestep)),vsteps[j],str(ﬁlenameext),str(vsteps[j]),str(ﬁlenameext),str(j)))163
f.close()
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘\nrm -rf ./%s*mod\n’ % str(timesteps[i]))
f.close()
for i in range(len(timesteps)):
if(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+ﬂoat(timestep))<0.001and(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+ﬂoat(timestep))
> -0.001:
ﬁlenameext = ‘%s.%s’ % (str(timesteps[i]),‘0.0’)
else:
ﬁlenameext=‘%s.%s’%(str(timesteps[i]),str(ﬂoat(timesteps[i])+ﬂoat(timestep)))
outlist=range(len(vsteps))
for j in range(len(vsteps)):
outlist[j]=‘%s.v%s.uv’ % (str(ﬁlenameext),str(j))
for j in range(numuvaver):
if j==(numuvaver-1):
k=len(vsteps)-(numuvaver-1)*20
else:
k=20
print‘uvavervis=%sout=%s.a%s.uv’%(‘,’.join(outlist[0+j*20:20+(j-1)*20+
k]),str(ﬁlenameext),str(j+1))
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘\nuvavervis=%sout=%s.a%s.uv\n’%(‘,’.join(outlist[0+j*20:20+(j
-1)*20+k]),str(ﬁlenameext),str(j+1)))
f.close()
print ‘’
ﬁnaloutlist[i*int(numuvaver)+j]=‘%s.a%s.uv’%(str(ﬁlenameext),str(j+1))
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘\nrm -rf ./%s*v*.uv\n’ % str(timesteps[i]))
f.close()
print ‘’
numﬁnaluvaver = ﬂoat(len(timesteps)*numuvaver)/20
if int(numﬁnaluvaver)!=ﬂoat(numﬁnaluvaver):
numﬁnaluvaver=int(numﬁnaluvaver+1)
else:
numﬁnaluvaver=int(numﬁnaluvaver)
for k in range(numﬁnaluvaver):
if k==(numﬁnaluvaver-1):164 Appendix A. VaSpecSim
l=len(timesteps)*numuvaver-(numﬁnaluvaver-1)*20
else:
l=20
print‘uvavervis=%sout=%s%s.uvﬁnal’%(‘,’.join(ﬁnaloutlist[0+k*20:20+(k
-1)*20+l]),name,k+1)
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘\n\nuvavervis=%sout=%s%s.uvﬁnal\n’%(‘,’.join(ﬁnaloutlist[0+k*
20:20+(k-1)*20+l]),name,k+1))
f.close()
print ‘’
print ‘rm -rf ./*uv’
f=open(‘Model.%s.Script’ % name,‘a’)
f.write(‘\n\nrm -rf ./*uv\n\n’)
f.close()C
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